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Pacific Peoples

Creating opportunities for
Pacific peoples
The Pacific community is young, vibrant and growing fast. National
is committed to making sure our Pacific families and communities
thrive. We’re focussed on the areas that they tell us are important.
Pacific families are now leading the country in vaccination
uptake and we’ve seen an almost 30 per cent increase in NCEA
Level 2 achievement. More of our young people are entering and
succeeding in tertiary education.
We’re recognising our young people’s success through the Prime
Minister’s Pacific Youth Awards, the Toloa STEM scholarships and
support for Polyfest.
It is important that Government services reflect the communities
they serve, so National is also working with key agencies to grow
Pacific talent in the public sector and challenge the private sector
to do the same.
We’re working to ensure Pacific families are healthier and that our
young people are prepared for the opportunities of the future.
We’re also committed to supporting Pacific businesses to grow and
reach their full potential.

Working hard to help Pacific
families and communities
thrive.

Delivering for New Zealanders
Authorised by G Hamilton, 41 Pipitea Street, Wellington.

Policy highlights
•

Supporting Pacific business and
entrepreneurship

•

Supporting Pacific housing, health
and wealth creation

•

Since 2008 the number of Pacific
students completing a bachelors
degree has increased by 84 per cent

•

Growing Pacific talent in the
public sector

•

Allowing all primary school children
to learn a second language

•

Family Incomes Package will increase
incomes for 1.3 million families by $26
a week

•

Free GP visits and prescriptions for
under 13s

•

80 per cent of Pacific children now
earn NCEA Level 2, up from 51 per cent
in 2008

•

93 per cent of Pacific children in early
childhood education

•

Tertiary education rates are on par
with the national average

•

96 per cent of Pacific children are
vaccinated, up from 63 per cent
in 2007
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National is...
•

Putting Pacific learners and their parents at the
centre of the education system

•

Continuing the Pacific Health strategy so the
Pacific community lead healthier and more
independent lives

•

Celebrating success through the Prime Minister’s
Pacific Youth Awards

•

Providing $25,000 for Toloa Scholarships for Pacific
students to pursue tertiary studies in science,
technology, engineering and maths

•

Encouraging more Pacific groups to become
Community Housing Providers so they can work for
and represent our communities

•

Encouraging better Pacific trade opportunities
through PACER Plus

•

Celebrating the Pacific by supporting initiatives like
language weeks

What we will
do next...
•

Pilot Project Tatupu to help Pacific families move
to the regions to and establish new lives and
communities there

•

Support the academic success of our young
people through the Prime Minister’s Youth Awards
and the Toloa STEM scholarship programme

•

Supporting Pacific business and entrepreneurs by
expanding the focus of the Pacific Business Trust
and Pacific Young Enterprise Scheme

Delivering for New Zealanders
Authorised by G Hamilton, 41 Pipitea Street, Wellington.

•

Help more Pacific groups to become community
housing providers

•

Grow more Pacific talent in the public sector and
challenge the private sector to do the same

•

Continue to support the health and wellbeing of
the Pacific community

•

All primary school children will be able to learn a
second language
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